Most people are aware that radio waves can be sent down to their homes or computers, from satellites, for the purpose of internet access. But most people are not aware that these technologies can be criminally used – that beams of radio waves (microwaves) can also be directed into human beings to disrupt brain and body functions in ways that can range from mild to lethal. Radio waves flooding whole communities, or shot directly into an individual’s brain, can inflict mental numbness, confusion, unusual mood swings and literal brain washings. Other bodily functions which range from feelings, to physical lines, to heart rates, to vision, to hearing, to sense of taste, to sense of smell, can be intentionally affected, with beams of radio waves, invented by the physical lines, vision, to hearing, to sense of taste, to sense of smell. Targeted Individuals, who are used in the technological and pharmaceutical enslavement of humanity are completely forgotten. (They are now being microscopic.) People’s minds are used in the technological and pharmaceutical enslavement of humanity are completely unnoticeable to most victims, as well as technologically induced “natural disasters”... There is documented scientific proof that experiments, on the effects of radio waves (microwaves), being shunted into the mainstream media in the 1970s when part of the MKULTRA and Russia’s microwaving of the American Embassy were reported, but not much has been reported since then. It has slily continued and grown.

The worst of the targeting is technological mind control, which is aided by certain types of pharmaceuticals (like antidepressants) that have been being heavily pushed upon humanity and were reported to have been found in many USA public drinking water supplies in 2008. In the secret shadows of a global covert war, lives have been being destroyed and technological mind control has been being used to enslave humanity, through the past several decades. Though the immediate effects of mind control may be virtually unnoticeable to most victims, the long term effects will continue to be devastating to all of humanity if it is not quickly exposed and stopped. Without mental and emotional freedom children cannot mature into whole and healthy human beings. The government and citizens, and certain members brainwashed and pitted against each other. We should be uniting to openly stand up against it, instead of letting it continue to pit us against each other. Most people, whether they work in the government or not, would not even consider taking part in torturing people or in torturing and manipulating people’s minds unless they themselves are imprisoned under that dark control. Most of them are victims too. There are many privately owned satellites, which claim to be only for internet purposes...etc. The field of medicine, from private psychiatry and dental practices to funeral homes, universities, hospitals and especially pharmaceutical companies, have been heavily involved in the targeting from the start. Severe victims have been being inflicted with things that force them into surgeries, where microchips and/or certain drugs were administered. The microchips, which they implanted into some victims, around the 1970s and 1980s, were large enough to clearly show up in X-rays, but most medical professionals have kept them secret. (The chips can now be microscopic.) There are efforts to remove larger chips, in order to hide evidence and I hope they do not succeed. I feel that most of the people, who are used in the technological and pharmaceutical enslavement of humanity are completely controlled victims, who may even think they are helping people. If only they knew! The darkest core, of ALL of the targeting, is clearly being orchestrated by a satanic/sadistic group whose leaders remain behind the scenes. (The targeting has also included various types of parasite infections, as well as technologically induced “natural disasters”.)

Part of the targeting includes cruel, covert psychological and physical torture of people who are less controllable than others. Heavily targeted individuals” are suffering indescribably and are in desperate need of validation, understanding and compassionate help from fellow human beings. Some of these victims have been discredited with false “mental illness” labels, rendering them helpless, as they continue being remotely tortured and their lives sabotaged. Its just too horribly cruel! Many community members and loved ones, of these types of victims, appear to be either brainwashed into blind disbelief, roped into the dark secret society and used to harass or abduct the victim, under the guise of “helping,” or are completely controlled and used to neglect or harm the victim in other ways. There are forced covert “rescues,” which lead to complete enslavement of victims, who vanish after being isolated from possible sources of help. With others, deaths are stage – the victim literally stolen from their life and enslaved. This has been happening for decades! Many families have been torn apart and/or certain members brainwashed and pitted against each other, in order to inflict discord and pain at strategic times. These families are suffering indescribably... each member a victim in various ways...and ALL desperately needing their freedom restored along with an understanding, which can enable full recovery. Please help us.

Never, in the history of humanity, has there been a more crucial time for the Heart of humanity to rise into a strong, PEACEFUL, public stand for Freedom. Please do so now.

Please give this information the benefit of your doubt. Print and share this paper with as many people as possible. Gather loved ones and neighbors into supportive groups. Stay as calm as possible and act peacefully. Avoid the sadistic secret society and do your best to follow your own Hearts above all else. Do what you can to protect yourself and loved ones until it’s over, especially those who are being heavily tortured. Do everything you can to help expose and end ALL aspects of the targeting, especially criminal use of technologies, pharmaceuticals and parasites. Pray for the full restoration of our Freedom. Read more on; www.targetedinamerica.com

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS: Please investigate the possibility of modes of technological “protection” actually being a sly enslavement. . . and of filters, which bypass the low frequencies used for mind control, being built into radio wave detection and blocking technologies. Please let your Hearts publicly stand up for yourselves and us and the rest of humanity.